16. I have sympathy for lactose intolerant people.
   ? True    ? False

17. I never get frustrated when things don’t go my way.
   ? True    ? False

18. I like to help others with their problems.
   ? True    ? False

19. I have able to express my emotions clearly.
   ? True    ? False

20. I value the personal happiness of others.
   ? True    ? False

21. I choose to accept responsibilities.
   ? True    ? False

22. Others can rely upon me to do a good job.
   ? True    ? False

23. I generally fulfill all of my necessary responsibilities.
   ? True    ? False

24. I tend to rely upon others more than they rely upon me.
   ? True    ? False

25. It is hard for me to fulfill all of my obligations.
   ? True    ? False

26. As a child, I always made my bed when I was told.
   ? True    ? False

27. I volunteer for responsibility.
   ? Always    ? Sometimes    ? Never

28. I have been known to leave a job unfinished if something more important comes up.
   ? True    ? False

29. When I have to do paperwork, I usually:
   ? Check everything I do at least twice to make sure I haven’t made a mistake.
   ? Do it right the first time so I don’t have to worry about it again.

30. When I say I will do something, I see that it gets done no matter what.
   ? True    ? False

31. If for some reason, I cannot perform a task that was assigned to me, I:
   ? see that it gets done by someone else.
   ? don’t worry about it and apologize later.

32. My friends usually come to me for favors because they know that I will get the job done.
   ? True    ? False

33. The idea of a 24-hour Wal-Mart is very appealing to me.
   ? True    ? False

34. I feel pressured if someone is relying upon me.
   ? True    ? False
35. If I let someone down, I:
   ? feel terrible   ? don’t really care
36. If I let someone down, I:
   ? get over it quickly   ? dwell on it
37. If a friend needs to talk to me, I am:
   ? always willing to listen
   ? sometimes not willing to listen and make excuses
38. If I start a job, I always finish it.
   ? True   ? False
39. If I don’t finish a job, I get disappointed.
   ? True   ? False
40. When I am going places, I:
   ? am always on time
   ? am often late
41. At Christmas, my house is well decorated.
   ? True   ? False
42. When I am in large crowds of people, I:
   ? have fun
   ? become annoyed
43. When Christmas is over, I am relieved.
   ? True   ? False
44. Others generally see me as:
   ? happy   ? melancholy
45. If something bad happens, I:
   ? dwell on it   ? move on quickly
46. I tend to be a rather optimistic and cheerful person.
   ? True   ? False
47. When I am walking down the street, I usually:
   ? smile and say hi to people walking by.
   ? keep to myself.
48. My friends would describe me as a loner.
   ? True   ? False
49. I think that being a clown would be a job I would enjoy.
   ? True   ? False
50. I consider myself a “people person”.
   ? True   ? False
51. Both children and adults are drawn to me and find me a pleasant person.
   ? True   ? False
52. I have no problems getting along with others.
   ? True   ? False
53. I like to make other people happy.
   ? True   ? False
54. I whistle while I work.
55. I am known form my smile.
   ? True  ? False

56. People generally enjoy being around me.
   ? True  ? False

57. I prefer a serious atmosphere to a lighthearted atmosphere.
   ? True  ? False

58. I dislike being surrounded by children.
   ? True  ? False

59. I am well liked by others.
   ? True  ? False

60. I consider myself to have a good sense of humor.
   ? True  ? False

61. People often seek advice from me.
   ? True  ? False

62. I consider myself a peacemaker.
   ? True  ? False

63. I feel that:
   ? I have a responsibility to stop the arguments of others.
   ? I should let other people work out their own arguments.

64. I have problems being in control of a major operation.
   ? True  ? False

65. I perform well when around a lot of other people.
   ? Always  ? Sometimes  ? Never

66. I get along well with most animals.
   ? True  ? False

67. I have problems giving other people orders when necessary.
   ? True  ? False

68. I am able to take charge of a situation when necessary.
   ? Always  ? Sometimes  ? Never

69. In the past, I have held leadership positions.
   ? True  ? False

70. If one of my employees make a mistake, I:
   ? yell at him/her and tell him/her to fix their mistake.
   ? explain to him/her why he/she was wrong and politely ask them to do it over.
   ? ignore the problem and hope he/she doesn’t make the same mistake again.

71. If one of my employees make a mistake, I:
   ? True  ? False

72. I am sympathetic to the needs and suggestions of my employees.
   ? Always  ? Sometimes  ? Never

73. My employees would describe me as someone who:
   ? is patient and fair
   ? True  ? False
I like to do things the easiest way possible.

74. I have problems with people who are much shorter than average.
   ? True    ? False

75. When I go out with friends, I make the plans.
   ? Always   ? Sometimes   ? Never

76. I am often in charge of organizations.
   ? True    ? False

77. I would rather:
   ? have the responsibility of the group
   ? be told what to do

78. I like to have people depend on me.
   ? True    ? False

79. I:
   ? listen to everyone’s opinion.
   ? automatically think I am right and ignore other people’s concerns

80. I like to tell people what to do.
   ? True    ? False

81. I anger easily.
   ? True    ? False

82. I consider my temper to be one of my weak points.
   ? True    ? False

83. If I am doing a long job, I:
   ? keep going until I am finished.
   ? quit when I get tired.

84. I give up easily.
   ? True    ? False

85. I consider myself to be determined.
   ? True    ? False

86. When a problem arises, I:
   ? fix it.
   ? get discouraged.

87. I work well under harsh conditions.
   ? True    ? False

88. I work well in:
   ? long intervals
   ? short spurts

89. I am:
   ? a morning person.
   ? a person who works better at night.

90. I:
   ? do all of my work quickly.
   ? am slow worker.

91. I prefer:
92. I can perform my job for a long time without tiring.
   ? Always   ? Sometimes   ? Never
93. I can stay awake through the whole night.
   ? Always   ? Sometimes   ? Never
94. I like to perform really hard work for relatively short periods of time.
   ? True    ? False
95. Eating a lot of cookies in a short period of time bothers me.
   ? True    ? False
96. I work at something until it is finished.
   ? True    ? False
97. When I have a big job to do, I prefer to:
   ? work for an hour or two and then take a short break before continuing.
   ? continue working until it is totally finished.
98. When under a large amount of stress, I:
   ? calmly and rationally try to work through the problems at hand.
   ? freak out and have hysterical screaming attacks.
99. I usually go to bed:
   ? as soon as I get tired.
   ? whenever I have finished everything I have to do.
100. In the past, I have been able to stay up for 24 hours straight.
    ? True    ? False